Food Safety Starts with Workplace Safety

Workplace Safety Products
For Food and Beverage Processing Facilities
The foundation of a safe and profitable food processing plant is the safety measures and procedures you implement within your workplace. Brady understands the need to maintain a clean, safe, and visually instructive working environment, and so focuses on providing products that are designed specifically for this market. Brady will assist you in solving your facility’s top workplace safety issues to help you reach your quality, productivity, and most importantly, food safety goals.

**Receiving**

Mark your designated walkways with durable floor marking tape to keep traffic flow safe and work areas clear of clutter.

**Production**

With our washdown resistant signs and labels, you can put instructional and safety signage at the point-of-need to get your message noticed, ensuring the highest quality of product is produced.

Maximize operational and employee safety and avoid OSHA fines with identification of potential hazards and critical control points.

**Maintenance**

Keep your workers safe and your facility in compliance with the right lockout/tagout products and machine specific procedures for all of your power sources.

Also, be ready for any unexpected spills by keeping the right absorbents on hand for quick clean-up.
STARTS WITH WORKPLACE SAFETY

Quality and Research Labs
Maintain data integrity and sample inventory accuracy by using labels that resist laboratory processes and stay where you put them.

Raw Material Storage & Warehousing
Prevent cross contamination by clearly marking your storage areas with highly visible and durable labels.

Packaging and Bottling
Reduce on-the-job injuries and downtime by identifying common safety hazards such as pinch points and slippery floors.
Labels Made to Last

ToughWash™ washdown resistant labels and signs were developed and tested by our material scientists using real washdown processes. These labels can handle extreme heat, harsh chemicals, high pressure spray and multiple washdown cycles without falling apart or fading.

- Legible and long-lasting through even the toughest washdown cycles
- Aggressive adhesion to stainless steel surfaces, such as tanks, vats, equipment and more
- Metal-detectable version available for added protection
- Fully pre-printed or print-on-demand options

Print-on-Demand Labels

Print-on-demand means you can order ToughWash label cartridges and print custom messages right on your own Brady printer. Our ToughWash labels are available for use in our lineup of label printers in a variety of formats:

- Pre-printed with the most common safety headers
- Plain white and plain yellow for maximum label design flexibility
- Multiple sizes from 1.125” to 4” wide

Two available constructions:

- B-855: Print-on-demand label stock comprised of a top-coated polyester film with an acrylic adhesive
- B-854: Print-on-demand metal detectable label stock comprised of a top-coated polyester film with an acrylic adhesive

Pre-Printed Labels & Signs

Ordering fully pre-printed labels and signs is an easy alternative when you don’t need to produce labels on-site. We do the work and send you the finished product – You simply give us your custom information, including:

- Printed message
- Preferred color – we have full color capabilities
- Size of label or sign – large format signage is available
- Symbols or safety header needed

Three available constructions:

- B-866: Rigid aluminum sign material with protected graphics
- B-863: Custom sign material comprised of a top-coated polyester film with an acrylic adhesive
- B-862: Metal detectable custom sign material comprised of a top-coated polyester film with an acrylic adhesive
Powerful and Versatile Printers

Brady’s label and sign printers make it easy to create a safer and more compliant work environment. With on-demand label printing and the ability to customize your message, our solutions fit your plant’s needs and provide you with the high performance you expect. We offer a range of printers from small, portable printers to large, multi-color industrial printers providing you with the options you need to fit your budget and meet your facility’s specific requirements.

MarkWare™ Facility Identification Software

MarkWare™ Facility Identification Software is the solution for quickly creating your own safety and instructional labels. With built-in templates for GHS labels and other common facility identification labels you can create safety labels in just minutes.

- Utilize over 1,000 safety and industrial pictograms
- Import data from spreadsheets and databases
- Import logos and photos

LabelMark™ Label Design Software

Brady’s LabelMark Labeling Software offers an easy and efficient way to create text, barcode and basic labels for identifying assets, components and equipment.

- Labeling wizards simplify label design
- Batch print multiple labels or job sets
- Create 1D and 2D barcodes for your track and trace needs
Proven Safety Products

Lockout/Tagout
Maintain an effective Lockout/Tagout program with our comprehensive array of lockout devices and kits. We even offer wash down resistant procedure placards to keep instructions right where your employees need them. Both your employees and food will remain safe using our products, which includes locks that have an FDA approved lubricant in the cylinder.

- Safety padlocks
- Lockout devices
- Kits
- Stations
- Tags
- Procedure writing services

Absorbents and Spill Control
Brady’s SPC absorbents and spill containment products help you keep your employees and work environment safe from unexpected spills, leaks, drips or other accidents. Product offering includes:

- Absorbent pads for water or oil
- Spill control kits
- Mats, rugs, SOCs and booms
- Drain seals and plugs

Pipe Marking
Clearly marked pipes let your workers trace problems and find solutions faster to improve safety in your facility. Brady offers a wide variety of pipe markers to meet your environment’s specific needs, including ammonia (IIAR) markers and other pre-printed legends in a variety of formats:

- Self-sticking vinyl – an economical solution
- Snap-on and strap-on – eliminate the need to clean before installation
- High performance & pre-coiled – resist chemicals, abrasion and high humidity

Signage
Choose from over 13,000 stock signs or design-your-own to meet the needs of your specific facility. Our signs are designed to comply with the latest standards and are available in a wide variety of sizes and materials, including both rigid and adhesive backed options. Signs are available in the following categories, plus more:

- Bilingual
- Floor signs
- Exit and directional
- Personal protection
- Electrical hazard
- Machine and operational

ToughStripe® Floor Marking Products
ToughStripe® floor marking tape is ideal for marking aisles, passageways and storage locations to segregate critical raw materials and finished products and point out safety hazards and egress paths. ToughStripe floor tape is tested and proven to withstand forklift traffic better than other tape-based floor marking products.
Dynamic and Comprehensive Services

Procedure-Writing Services
Brady’s on-site procedure-writing services ensure that your facility has the proper documentation and graphical representation needed for workplace safety and compliance.

- Visual lockout/tagout procedures
- Visual confined space procedures
- Visual preventive maintenance procedures

Visual Workplace Safety Audits
To be serious about safety, you need regularly scheduled safety audits. Brady’s engagement managers offer third-party, professional evaluations that will tell you exactly what your facility needs to do for OSHA compliance.

Audits can address:

- Signage and pipe marking
- Sorbent and spill control countermeasures
- Confined spaces
- Plus many others!

LINK360™ Software
Get a comprehensive view of all the visual information throughout a facility and across different facility locations with LINK360™ software. LINK360 software helps you manage the creation, use, and updating of visual information and workplace instructions found on and around equipment and machines. This cloud-based platform is available anywhere with internet access and therefore provides scalability and sustainability for your visual information activities.
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For Food & Beverage Processing Facilities
Because Food Safety Starts with Workplace Safety

Scan the QR code for more information
Learn more now about the products Brady has to offer. Visit us at www.BradyID.com/food.